Cover Sheet for Sub-team Technical Report

Sub-team Name

Group Members and Email Addresses

Course, Semester

Faculty Advisor

Date

Topics covered: keyword, keyword, etc.

- Put keywords for all sections here. This is very important for searches in the database. It is better to give too much information than not enough

Executive Summary:

- This should contain the purpose and goals of the sub-team and a *concise* summary of the work this semester and the articles that follow.

This summary and this group cover sheet must be written by the group coordinator and handed in before all articles are actually handed in. Thus it will be clear who owes what reports. On the table of contents below just list which reports will be included.

Table of Contents:

- Article 1……………………………………  Author(s)
- Article 2……………………………………  Author(s)
- Etc………………………………………
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